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THE PLAY OF
CONTRADICTIONS
Arik Levy’s luminaires and his art
are often paradoxical; his lights can
be seen as zero per cent design or
100 per cent design, he says
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‘Materials are a great bridge to
get to the light experience I want
to create and are a major part
of the radiation of energy’

▼

ight is life and light is perspective and
shadow,’ says Arik Levy. ‘I have always
created light projects and started my
creative quest through my interest in
materials and the quality of light’.
Perhaps best known to the public for
his often huge, mirrored-steel rock sculptures, Levy’s
output has spanned sculpture and video, brand
identities, packaging, furniture and urban design, in
addition to lighting designs and artworks.
He was born in Tel Aviv in 1963 but studied at the
ArtCenter’s campus in Vevey, Switzerland, from 1988
to 1991. From 1992 to 1994, he taught at ENCSI – Les
Ateliers, the national school of industrial design in
Paris, and led workshops at design colleges throughout
Europe. After a short spell in Japan he worked in dance
and opera set design but then in 1997 he established
his art and design studio in Paris.
Levy’s designs and art feature in international
collections including those of MoMA, New York, the
V&A, London, and the Israel Museum in Jerusalem.
His punky chandelier in Corian and neon tube,
FractalCloud, became part of the permanent collection
at Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris in 2007.
Variations, including LED versions sprouting from
exposed dimmers, have formed installations in galleries
from Chicago to London, including a collaboration
with Turkey’s Tabanlioglu Architects in 2015.
Meanwhile, Levy’s numerous design awards include a
string of prizes for lighting products stretching back
to 1999 and created for companies such as Artemide,
Baccarat, Danese and Ligne Rose. Levy’s designs range
in style from the asymmetric Crystal Rock for Czech
glass specialist Lasvit, through to the simple, almost
mid-century elegance of Bamboo, designed for French
company Forestier and hand-made in the Philippines.
Arguably the most architectural, though, are his designs
for Barcelona-based Vibia, which include the Curtain
collection of suspended lamps that combine direct light
with a vertical diffuser to create zones within a space,
and the fine, drawing-like Wireflow hanging lamps
traced out in black electrical cable terminating in LEDs.
Vibia’s Structural wall and ceiling fittings use cubic
volumes to create timeless lighting apparently inspired
by prehistoric and classical torchlight but delivered
in contemporary materials. Wireflow’s design, which
comes in seemingly endless geometric permutations,
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FractalCloud became part of the permanent collection at the
Pompidou Centre in Paris, the concept subsequently appearing
in different manifestations from Chicago to London
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Previous pages: the simple
mid-century elegance
of Bamboo, designed for
Forestier (left) and the
fine, drawing-like Wireflow
for Vibia (right)
This page: Wireflow in 3D
chandelier permutation
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and shade to create an exterior source that is at once
familiar and against the grain. Other designs such as
CrisisLightCD, combining a lamp and a record player,
and Alchemy, creating ‘laboratory’ lights with glass,
beads and optic fibre, appear playful.
But their design ‘is not so much about humour as it
is about social codes and statements,’ says Levy. ‘In
Alchemy, for example, the light stick is the extension
of the human into the light and the source. Light as a
substance and the lamp as an object allow a great deal
of open landscape to explore and express. Successfully
keeping a good balance of concept, object, message and
experience without falling too much into decorative
repetitions is a great challenge.’
Levy has described himself as pluri-disciplinary and
multitasking, and the Paris studio as a ‘wild pressure
cooker of all ideas’. But while he and it are prolific, ‘the
aim is not to create an infinite series of products, but to
make great and meaningful projects,’ he says.
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The disruptive and graceful
North for Vibia, which comes in
floor, wall and pendant versions

▼

is so ‘simple’ that it can be used to create installations
from a single electric socket; it is, like many of Levy’s
creations, ‘zero per cent design or 100 per cent design’
depending on your point of view.
North, again for Vibia, in floor, pendant and wall
versions, is both disruptive and graceful, another
‘play of contradictions’, a further exploration of ‘absent
presence’. ‘It is always a challenge to connect floor to
wall to ceiling,’ says Levy, whose design brings parts
together only to separate them, forming ‘an element in
space that talks not only to the people, to the light, to the
quality, to the ambience but also to the architecture, to
the proportions and what this hybrid idea can bring to
everyday life’. When it is off, it has a sculptural beauty,
and when it is on ‘it turns into a kind of shadow that you
don’t really know where it comes from... a sort of ghost
that brings something very familiar to us that is night’.
Butler, Levy’s ‘techno-poetic project’ for DeltaLight
subverts and extends the conventional table lamp
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‘Especially with light there is so much
to discover... I start with one idea and
end up with something totally different’

Ian Scigliuzzi

‘Often, I find that during the process, and especially
with light, there’s so much to discover during the
development phase of an idea. It also happens that I
start with one idea and end up with something totally
different, that still belongs to the same concept, but that
has taken a completely different curve of existence.’
Vibia, for example, ‘gives me a lot of space and a great
support to put into shape the dreams that I have, my
wishes and expressions. At the same time, we meet quite
often all along the development process and the study
of solutions: a project must also tick all the important
aspects of a product: feasibility, adaptability, multitasking, cultures and habits, marketing, production
possibilities and so on,’ says Levy.
Levy draws a line between art and design. ‘Design is a
process that is there to solve a problem of the industry
and fulfil the demands of a given brief. Its role is to
improve everyday life and help our existence evolve via
the use of better solutions that fit our needs,’ he says.
‘Art does not have these parameters to deal with: it is an
open landscape of opportunities, a tool to express and
communicate with, to create a bridge that connects the
artist’s mind to the public’s.’
Levy has drawn inspiration from a range of experiences
and observations from the aurora borealis to light
disrupted by piles of discarded, pleated paper at the
roadside. ‘Materials are a great bridge to get to the
light experience I want to create and are a major part
of the radiation of energy. The reflections of different
materials affect our feelings, and the notion of personal
and collective memories that help me log in to people’s
minds, hearts and feelings.’
Light is a primary source. ‘I vividly remember the first
time I went with a new board to surf at sunrise: we
got into the water just before the sun started to appear
and the water looked and felt like liquid metal with
dark beautiful reflections. As soon as the sun actually
started to rise every second was a change in ambience,
reflection and brightness: the shadows were playing
with forms and the undulation of the water…. and a
total magic was created just like that…
‘Light itself is intangible and we cannot prolong
or preserve it for later. So, there is something of the
moment with that,’ he says. ‘There are also many
metaphors and expressions that make light a part of
our existence.’
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‘What I appreciate and connect to is the
notion of projection and the ephemeral
yet scientific aspects of light’

Fontana (‘well’ or ‘fountain’) lamp, 2012, grey terracotta and coloured
enamel limited-edition lamp from the Well of Life series
Previous pages: Curtain for Vibia, another versatile concept with
different versions and sizes, diffusing light and differentiating spaces
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